KLAS Klarification®

This notification is a clarification or correction of public use of KLAS data that was unclear, partial, or incorrect.

**Today’s Date:** March 6, 2017

**Who:** HIT Consultant

**What:** KLAS Report: Small Practice Ambulatory EMR/PM (1-10 Physician): Relationships the Key for Providers’ Success.

**When:** March 6, 2017

**Where:** HIT Consultant website, originally found at url: [http://hitconsultant.net/2017/03/06/klas/](http://hitconsultant.net/2017/03/06/klas/) and tweet found at @hitconsultant

**Data Klarification:** Due to miscommunication between KLAS and HIT Consultant, a draft version of the report was sent and release date wrongly identified resulting in an article about the small practice ambulatory report not being accurate.

**Resolution:** The article posted on the morning on March 6, 2017 was removed and a new article will be published no earlier than March 14, 2017, which is the official publish data for the 2017 small practice ambulatory report.